2020 Phone Photography Contest

With just your smartphone and some creativity, you could win a brand new camera!

WHO: High school students from the Greater Boston area, Massachusetts (see contest webpage for full list of towns)

WHAT: Use your smartphone to take a picture that captures one or more of the 4 Building Blocks of HOPE (see contest webpage for more details)

DEADLINE: December 1, 2020, 11:59 PM ET

PRIZES: 1st place wins this new Olympus mirrorless camera, 2nd place wins a $50 gift card to Hunt’s Photography, and honorable mention wins one free voucher for an online photography class at Hunt’s Photography (all prizes courtesy of Hunt’s Photography)

RULES AND REQUIREMENTS

• Open to high school students from the Greater Boston area, Massachusetts (see contest webpage for a full list of towns)

• Competition submissions must be representative of one or more of the 4 Building Blocks of HOPE. Visit our contest webpage to read about the Building Blocks and view examples. The submission must consist of both of the following:
  • Photograph taken with a smartphone
  • Short blurb of up to 100 words describing the Building Block(s) of HOPE captured in the photograph

• All photographed subjects must be following safety measures in accordance with Covid-19 public health restrictions. All subjects must consent to having their photograph taken (see contest webpage for more details).

• Entries will be judged by a panel of photography and design professionals.

• Awards will be presented in January, 2021

For more information about HOPE and contest rules, and to enter your photograph, please visit our contest webpage.